
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Wairio Trotting Club Inc at Central Southland Raceway Date: Sunday, 19 October 2014 

Weather: Fine 

Track: Fast 
Rail: True 

Stewards: S Wallis (Chairman), N Ydgren, C Allison 

Typist: B Gutsell 
 
 

General: 

Selected horses on today's programme had blood samples taken for TCO2 analysis. 
 
 

Supplementary: 
 

Nothing to report. 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: DARK DANA, ONEOVER, JAG'S INVASION, GO THE STAGS, ROCKAHULA ARDEN, FLY LIKE AN EAGLE, 
MARGARITA, FERNCO BOBBY G 

Protests:               Nil 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     2 B Shirley (COSTA DEL MAGNIFICO) 
[Rule 869(1)] Failed to notify gear change by prescribed time. Fined $50.00. 

Warnings: Race     5 J Cox (SCHERGER ROYAL) 
[Rule 857(7)(g)] Ensure he maintains correct position behind mobile barrier. 

Bleeders: Race     5 ATTACK MAC -  Stood down from 20/10/2014 until 18/11/2014 inclusive  and 1 Trial. 

Horse Actions: Race     1 BILLY KLONDIKE - Cleared From Unruly Mobiles 

 Race     3 SWEPT AWAY - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     4 JAG'S INVASION - Veterinary Clearance Received 

 Race     6 BADLANDS FLAME - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     8 SHEZACHEAPY - Unruly Mobiles 

 Race     9 SANTANNA MAGIC - Stood Down 1 Trial – Racing manners 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings: Race     9 LIGHTS OUT -  Lame 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 20/10/2014 until 23/10/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
LIGHTS OUT 

  

Ineligible from 20/10/2014 until 29/10/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
CUFFS MCRAE, EYRE'S A RAG DOLL, MAJESTIC LUSTRE, GUGGENHEIM 
 
Ineligible from 20/10/2014 until 16/11/2014 inclusive (28 days – Scratched Claimer): 
GENUINE SECRET 
 

 
 
 
 



RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 GOODMAN PLUMBING LTD CLAIMERS MOBILE PACE 

BILLY KLONDIKE hung rounding the bends. 
BETTAKATETHANNEVA was held up for racing room for the majority of the run home with trainer/driver K Barclay advising 
she did not activate the Sliding Blinds on the mare. 
FANTASY DREAM GIRL paced roughly over the concluding stages. 
BILLY KLONDIKE was removed from the Unruly for future mobile starts at the request of trainer B Shirley. 
There were no claims lodged for any horses in this event. 
 

Race 2 DRAKE PLUMBING & DRAINLAYING LTD MOBILE PACE 

Trainer B Shirley was issued with a Minor Infringement Notice and fined the sum of $50 for failing to notify by the prescribed 
time that COSTA DEL MAGNIFICO would not be wearing Sliding Blinds. 
Permission was granted by the Stewards for a Drop Noseband to be added to ONEOVER prior to the start. 
ONEOVER raced keenly through the middle stages and then raced greenly over the concluding stages. 
After improving three wide to sit parked from the 900 metres BETTOR PAY ME tired over the concluding stages. 
 

Race 3 TRANSPORT SERVICES LTD/NIGHTCAPS CONTRACTING MOBILE TROT 

SUNCRUSHER broke in the early stages of the score up and was back off the gate by several lengths at the dispatch point. 
CONTINENTAL BOY struggled to maintain its position and was also back off the gate at the start. 
ODE TO SUCCESS ran inwards shortly after the start with SWEPT AWAY which was racing to its inside baulking at this runner 
and breaking. SWEPT AWAY continued in a gallop proving difficult for driver K Barclay to control resulting in this runner 
striking and causing to deflate the inside sulky wheel of MARTINI when attempting to get off the running line with approx. 
1350 metres to run. A warning was placed on the racing manners of SWEPT AWAY. 
SUNVASION broke briefly near the 700 metres. 
DESERT BLUE broke with approximately 500 metres to run with SUNCRUSHER breaking shortly afterwards. 
CONTINENTAL BOY which raced greenly and was inclined to run outwards throughout the run home broke a stride before 
the finishing line. This gelding then unexpectedly ran off the track. 
 

Race 4 WINTON TOP PUB MOBILE TROT 

JAG'S INVASION was slightly out of position at the dispatch. 
STARLIGHT INVASION broke just after the start losing all chance. 
ALLEY WAY trotted roughly racing into the first bend. 
SUN SHINE WHIZ failed to maintain contact with the body of the field over the final 800 metres. 
GALLEONS TRIUMPH raced keenly in the trail over the middle stages. 
ALLEY WAY trotted roughly passing the 200 metres after improving sharply to the lead. 
Stewards questioned horseman P Williamson (GALLEONS TRIUMPH) as to the reason his foot was out of the sulky footrest 
for the majority of the run home. Mr Williamson advised his seat had slipped backwards just prior to him entering the home 
straight resulting in him being unable to reach the footrest with his foot. Mr Williamson's explanation was accepted and no 
further action was deemed necessary. 
 

Race 5 EARL DRAKE BUILDER MOBILE PACE 

SCHERGER ROYAL was a length out of position at the dispatch. Horseman J Cox was reminded of his obligations to he ensure 
he maintains the correct position behind the mobile barrier until the dispatch point in future. 
DONNAMACH was obliged to race wide in the early stages before reaching the parked position with 1200 metres to run. This 
effort told on the mare which then commenced to tire rounding the final turn and was slightly inconvenienced by SCHERGER 
ROYAL which had hung out abruptly when being improved to make a run. SCHERGER ROYAL then ran outwards shortly after 
turning for home inconveniencing ATTACK MAC. 
ATTACK MAC which returned to the birdcage with blood present in a nostril was subjected to a post-race veterinary 
examination which revealed ATTACK MAC to have bled resulting in the gelding being stood down for the mandatory 30 days 
and required to complete a satisfactory trial. 
 

Race 6 ROBIN DUNDEE CLUB FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

BADLANDS FLAME broke at the start settling approximately five lengths off the back of the field with a warning being placed 
on the mobile barrier manners of the mare. 



SWEET AS paced roughly in the score up and through the early stages and then continued to race keenly through the middle 
stages. 
NEAT N PETITE had a tendency to run inwards throughout the run home. 
CANASTA was awkwardly placed to the outside of SWEET AS momentarily nearing the 140 metres. 
 

Race 7 NET TEN EOM@MACCA LODGE MOBILE PACE 

Just after the start THE WRATH OF ROBYN had to steady off SMILING STAR. 
THE WRATH OF ROBYN hung inwards just prior to the straight entrance and throughout the run home. 
SHAK'N CULLEN was held up for racing room rounding the final turn. 
Horseman T Williams advised he did not activate the removable deafeners on FLY LIKE AN EAGLE. 
 

Race 8 SOUTHLAND STANDARDBRED BREEDERS FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

SHEZACHEAPY broke prior to the start being effected resulting in the off hind hopple loop breaking. Due to this mare's 
continued tendency to break behind the mobile barrier SHEZACHEAPY was placed on the Unruly for future mobile starts. 
When entering the first bend TWICE THE DELIGHT broke causing a slight inconvenience to CAESARS GAMBLE,  FLUSHING 
MEADOWS and MARGARITA with TWICE THE DELIGHT effectively losing its chance in the event. 
SHEZACHEAPY raced fiercely down the back straight. 
 

Race 9 MCNAUGHT ENGINEERING LTD COLTS & GELDINGS MOBILE PACE 

LIGHTS OUT was found to be lame this morning by trainer K Larsen with this necessitating the gelding to be a late scratching 
at 8.40 am. 
The boring pole was removed from LITE PLATINUM prior to the start after it had warmed up unfavourably. 
SANTANNA MAGIC broke in the score up. SANTANNA MAGIC broke again passing the 1000 metres and was subsequently 
retired from the event. The connections were advised SANTANNA MAGIC was stood down until it trials satisfactorily on one 
occasion. Co-trainer J Cox advised they would no longer be persevering with SANTANNA MAGIC as a racing proposition from 
their stable. 
LITE PLATINUM was held up through the early stages of the run home. 
Both LOOKOFALEGEND and TORPEDO were subjected to post race veterinary examinations after their respective drivers 
expressed disappointment with their performances. The subsequent examinations revealed no clinical abnormalities with 
either runner. 
 

 


